Chemical reactivity of graphene oxide towards amines elucidated by solid-state NMR†
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Graphene oxide (GO) is an attractive nanomaterial for many applications. Controlling the functionalization of GO is essential for the design of graphene-based conjugates with novel properties. But, the chemical composition of GO has not been fully elucidated yet. Due to the high reactivity of the oxygenated moieties, mainly epoxy, hydroxyl and carboxyl groups, several derivatization reactions may occur concomitantly. The reactivity of GO with amine derivatives has been exploited in the literature to design graphene-based conjugates, mainly through amidation. However, in this study we undoubtedly demonstrate using magic angle spinning (MAS) solid-state NMR that the reaction between GO and amine functions occurs via ring opening of the epoxides, and not by amidation. We also prove that there is a negligible amount of carboxylic acid groups in two GO samples obtained by a different synthesis process, hence eliminating the possibility of amidation reactions with amine derivatives. This work brings additional insights into the chemical reactivity of GO, which is fundamental to control its functionalization, and highlights the major role of MAS NMR spectroscopy for a comprehensive characterization of derivatized GO.

Introduction

Since its isolation in 2004, graphene has emerged as a fascinating nanomaterial with unique physical properties. Graphene is a one-atom-thick two-dimensional sheet constituted of hexagonally arrayed sp²-bonded carbon atoms. This material has attracted attention due to its unique structural, thermal, mechanical, optical, and electrical properties. Intensive research is ongoing to investigate the applications of graphene and graphene oxide (GO) in many fields, including the development of nanoelectronic devices, nanocomposite materials, as well as in biotechnology and nanomedicine. Nevertheless, despite its high potential in various fields, major challenges still remain. Indeed, the low dispersibility of graphene hampers full exploitation of some of its properties. To overcome these issues, rational functionalization chemistry is needed to improve the processability and impart graphene with novel properties. In this context, GO is a useful platform for the design of graphene-based hybrid materials. GO consists of a single-layer of graphite oxide and it is usually produced by oxidation of graphite using strong acids. GO can be transformed to graphene by thermal or chemical reduction. The polar oxygen-containing functional groups of GO render it highly hydrophilic, leading to good dispersibility in water and many other solvents. In addition, the derivatization of these oxygenated functions is a versatile and effective method to prepare chemically functionalized graphene for a wide range of applications. However, the precise atomic structure of GO remains uncertain and needs to be fully elucidated. Investigations of the chemical structure of GO are carried out through the structural analysis of graphite oxide. But, the composition of graphite oxide is also still under considerable debate. Many models of the chemical composition and structure of graphite oxide and GO have been reported over the years, but currently no unambiguous chemical structure exists. Several conflicting models to assess the nature, stoichiometry and distribution of the oxygen-containing functional groups have been proposed successively. These models are still heavily discussed as they do not converge towards a common structure. There are many reasons that could explain these discrepancies, including the complexity of the starting material due to the amorphous and berthollide character (i.e., non-stoichiometric atomic composition) of GO, as well as the possible batch-to-batch variability of graphite sources. Variations of the protocols used to prepare GO resulting in different extents of oxidation could also explain...
the inhomogeneity between the samples.\textsuperscript{12c,15} In addition, even if graphite and graphene oxide have been thoroughly characterized by several spectroscopic techniques, there is a lack of sufficiently sensitive analytical techniques. The most well-known and currently accepted model is the Lerf–Klinowski model,\textsuperscript{13a} where the oxygen-containing functions are mostly in the form of epoxy and hydroxyl groups on the basal plane, with a very low amount of carboxylic acid, carboxyl, quinone, phenol, and lactone functions at the edges of the GO sheet.\textsuperscript{16} There is still uncertainty and ambiguity regarding the structure of graphite oxide based on NMR spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{13} There is still uncertainty and ambiguity regarding the presence or absence of the carboxyl groups on the periphery of the basal plane. Indeed, the Dékány model, proposed as an alternative to the Lerf–Klinowski model, states that the edges of graphite oxide do not possess carboxylic acid groups.\textsuperscript{13b} Klinowski and coworkers did pioneering work on the reactivity of graphite oxide towards different reagents, leading to the assessment of the structure of graphite oxide based on NMR spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{13c} Due to the presence of many oxygenated functional groups and their high chemical reactivity, multiple derivatization reactions of these functions may occur simultaneously. On the other hand, a precise understanding of the reactivity of the different groups and of their possible derivatization is necessary for applications in nanomedicine as it will open the route to use GO as a suitable platform for the self-assembly and conjugation of biomolecules aiming to create innovative hybrids able to affect biological processes related to specific diseases.\textsuperscript{7,8,17} Therefore, a more detailed study differentiating these reactions is necessary, but it remains challenging. In most studies reported in the literature, amidation of the carboxylic groups of GO with amine derivatives has been described as one of the main strategies for the functionalization of GO.\textsuperscript{18} However, as underlined above, multiple reactions may occur simultaneously. Indeed, it is worth pointing out that epoxy ring opening can take place under the conditions used to perform the amidation as epoxides are highly reactive towards nucleophilic attack reactions,\textsuperscript{13d,19} in particular involving amine functions.\textsuperscript{20} Unfortunately, many articles in the literature reported the amidation of GO without taking into account the possibility of concomitant epoxy ring opening. Therefore, to clarify the situation of the chemistry performed on GO, this work is aimed at investigating the reactivity of GO towards amine derivatives and characterizing the derivatized GO by magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), FT-IR spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). As the ratio between the different oxygenated groups may vary from one batch to another, we used GO samples from two different commercial sources. This study points out the absence of reactive COOH groups, thus eliminating the possibility of the amidation reaction with amine derivatives, and gives further insights into the reactivity of GO with amino compounds, resulting in epoxy opening, and not to amidation even in the presence of coupling reagents. Overall, this work leads to a better understanding of the reactivity of GO, which is essential for controlled derivatization.

Results and discussion

In our study we have decided to focus on GO samples from two different commercial sources (NanolnInova and Grupo Antolin). GO from NanolnInova (named GO-N) is prepared by the Hummers’ method. GO from Antolin (named GO-A) is synthesized by a different method. It is derived from carbon nanofibers that consist of ribbons of about five stacked graphene layers rolled up along the fiber axis and developing a continuous spiral. These rolled carbon nanofibers are cut and exfoliated into GO. As the two samples are prepared by a different process, they differentiate in their physicochemical characteristics and may display differences regarding the amount of functional groups.\textsuperscript{21} Indeed, the thickness of the GO-N layers reaches 20 nm, indicating the presence of aggregated GO sheets. Differently, GO-A contains monolayer sheets of ~1 nm thickness, along with many irregular particles with a thickness from 3 to 10 nm.\textsuperscript{22} As nucleophiles react with epoxides in an SN2 type of reaction at 180° to the C–O bond that breaks, the reactivity of the two GO samples may be influenced by their aggregation state. In addition to the differences in their dimension, the water dispersibility of GO-A was higher in comparison with GO-N, which is correlated with the higher aggregation state of GO-N. We recently studied the biodegradability of three GO samples by myeloperoxidase derived from human neutrophils and we observed that the degradation of the graphene sheets was strongly dependent on the water dispersibility of the samples.\textsuperscript{22} XPS analysis of both GO samples revealed that the C/O ratio was rather similar: 2.24 (69.1% C and 30.9% O) and 2.21 (68.8% C and 31.2% O) for GO-N and GO-A, respectively (Fig. S1, ESI†).

Because of the discrepancy between the different GO structural models and the debate on the presence or absence of carboxylic groups, the percentage of COOH functions was assessed by detailed deconvolution of the C (1s) peak. We found that the amount of carboxylic groups was 1.06% and 1.52% for GO-N and GO-A, respectively.\textsuperscript{22} We further investigated the structure of both GO samples using MAS NMR spectroscopy. The \textsuperscript{13}C NMR spectrum of the starting GO-N is presented in Fig. 1a. In good agreement with the data reported in the literature, the peaks at 60.9 ppm and 70.8 ppm are assigned to aromatic CH, and the peak at 137 ppm is still unassigned.\textsuperscript{13a} We performed a quantitative \textsuperscript{13}C NMR analysis and by integrating each peak after fitting (Fig. S2a†), we were able to calculate the percentage of all peaks (Table S1a†). The amount of carbonyl groups (e.g., carboxylic acids, ketones) was very low (3.5%). In order to have additional information and try to elucidate the chemical structure of GO-N, we performed an advanced solid-state NMR 2D \textsuperscript{1}H–\textsuperscript{13}C correlation experiment, namely a \textsuperscript{1}H–\textsuperscript{13}C Frequency-Switched Lee-Goldburg HETEronuclear CORrelation (FSLG-HETCOR) at high magnetic field and spinning speed.\textsuperscript{24} Fig. 1b clearly shows the benefit of using very high fields (17.6 T) in 2D \textsuperscript{1}H–\textsuperscript{13}C HETCOR experiments with FSLG irradiation.
during the evolution time, leading to unattained resolution until now for proton in the solid state for such materials. Indeed, a 0.05 ppm resolution was reached; thanks to the combination of the high field, the 30 kHz MAS spinning speed and the carefully set FSLG proton-proton decoupling (see the ESI†).

In order to sort out most of the carbons (that are unprotonated) we found that a Cross-Polarization (CP) contact time of 2 ms was optimal. Under these conditions even the weakly proton dipolar coupled rare spins like carbonyls give rise to rather well detectable cross-peaks. The FSLG-HETCOR spectrum illustrates the complexity of the chemical environments of the carbon and hydrogen atoms present onto GO-N (Fig. 1b and S3†). In the region corresponding to the aliphatic carbons between 55 and 75 ppm, we can count around 25 cross-peaks that are associated with the spatial proximity and close contact between protons and carbons in C–OH and C–O–C groups. Similarly, in the aromatic region between 125 and 135 ppm we could count 13 cross peaks. They are generated by the spatial contact between the protons, most probably on the hydroxyl functional groups and the C=C aromatic bonds. Some of the cross-peaks in the carbon dimension (F2) have the same proton chemical shifts (F1). For example, the protons at 4.38 ppm correlate with carbons at 57.42, 65.55 and 134.11 ppm; the protons at 4.46 ppm cross-correlate with carbons at 62.60, 68.96, 70.04 and 127.64 ppm; and the protons at 5.72 ppm are in the proximity of carbons at 60.76, 67.99, 69.50, 73.27 and 127.96 ppm (Fig. S3†).

Fig. S4† illustrates a possible chemical structure that could explain the vicinity between the sp² and sp³ carbons and the protons of the hydroxyl groups. The presence of adsorbed water molecules certainly contributes to a certain number of peaks in both regions rendering a thorough description of the chemical structure difficult. However, most importantly, the MAS NMR experiments confirm that the presence of the carboxylic acid functions is negligible as only extremely weak broad peaks above 140 ppm (centered around 160 and 190 ppm) can be observed. This confirms the absence or very little amount of COOH groups, as highlighted by the Dékány model proposed for GO.14b

We performed similar MAS NMR experiments with GO-A (Fig. S5†). Similarly, the amount of carboxyl groups was very low (2.5%) (Fig. S2b and Table S1b†). The FSLG-HETCOR spectrum also shows the complex chemical structure of GO-A (Fig. S5b†).

To assess the reactivity of the functional groups of GO, we performed a series of reactions with different amino derivatives. We first investigated the opening of the epoxide rings in the presence of Boc mono-protected triethylene glycol (TEG) diamine 1 (Scheme 1). The reaction was performed under mild conditions, at room temperature in DMF. No catalyst was necessary as epoxides are highly reactive towards amine derivatives.19,20 The ring-opening amination of epoxides yields 1,2-amino alcohols on the GO sheets, leading to the formation of GO 2.

We then examined the amidation reaction of the carboxylic acids of GO with the same diamine derivative (Scheme S1†). For this purpose, GO was reacted with Boc mono-protected TEG diamine 1 in the presence of N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethyl carbodiimide (EDC) and 1-hydroxybenzotriazole hydrate (HOBt) as coupling reagents, which are commonly used to perform amidation reactions. Under these conditions, in addition to the formation of amide bonds, the amine derivative simultaneously reacts with the epoxides, leading to GO 3 (Scheme S1†). We did not use thionyl chloride or oxalyl chloride to activate the COOH groups as these reagents can also react with hydroxyl functional groups.

Scheme 1 Derivatization of GO via nucleophilic epoxy ring opening by the TEG diamine derivative 1. For the sake of clarity, only one epoxide group is derivatized.
Different analytical techniques were used to characterize GO 2 and 3 prepared from GO-N and GO-A, such as MAS NMR spectroscopy, XPS, FT-IR, Raman spectroscopy and TEM.

MAS NMR spectroscopy of GO-N 2 showed drastic changes in comparison with the starting GO-N (Fig. 2). Indeed, in the $^{13}$C spectrum of GO-N 2 the relative intensity of the peak at $\sim$60 ppm assigned to the epoxide groups is considerably lower, which supports that the epoxides were opened by the amine derivative (Fig. 2a). In addition, new peaks appeared at $\sim$30 and 40 ppm, which can be attributed to the methylene groups alpha to the nitrogen atoms and to the methyls of the Boc group. The FSLG-HETCOR spectrum confirmed the appearance of these new peaks (Fig. 2b). Likewise, the MAS NMR experiments performed with the GO-A 2 sample led to similar results, demonstrating that the reaction between GO and amine functions occurred via ring opening of the epoxides, and not through amidation (Fig. 2c and d).

XPS of GO after derivatization by amidation and/or epoxide opening showed the appearance of a peak corresponding to the N (1s) envelope at a value close to 400 eV in both cases, confirming the incorporation of nitrogen (Fig. 3a, b and S6a, b†). In the case of GO from NanoInnova, GO-N 2 and 3 displayed 3.1 and 2.3% N, respectively. With regard to GO from Antolin (GO-A 2 and 3), the amount of nitrogen was 1.9 and 3.0%, respectively. In addition, the C/O ratio increased from 2.24 to 2.62 and 2.53 for GO-N 2 and 3, respectively, which was consistent with the introduction of the TEG chain. It also demonstrated that GO was not reduced under these conditions. We observed a similar trend for the Antolin conjugates. Indeed, C/O increased from 2.21 to 2.43 and 2.73 for GO-A 2 and 3, respectively. The introduction of nitrogen after amino-functionalization of GO was also confirmed by elemental analysis. The percentage of N was 2.8% and 1.6% for GO-N 2 and GO-A 2, respectively. These values are consistent with the XPS data.

We prepared control samples by treating GO-N and GO-A under the same conditions of the epoxide opening, but without adding amino compound 1 (these control samples are named “GO-N CONT” and “GO-A CONT”). The XPS analysis of the control samples revealed no trace of nitrogen, showing that there is no residual DMF in the samples (Fig. S7†). Deconvolution of the high resolution C (1s) peak allowed further investigation of the reaction outcome (Fig. 3c, d, S6c, d and S8†). The incorporation of nitrogen was confirmed by the appearance of the C–N peak at 286 eV for GO 2 and 3 samples, using both NanoInnova and Antolin materials.

The thermal profile of GO before and after functionalization was assessed by TGA. The analyses were performed under an inert atmosphere at a heating rate of 10 °C min$^{-1}$. TGA is commonly used to assess the level of functionalization of carbon-based nanomaterials. But, in the case of GO, the interpretation of the data is rather difficult as GO is thermally unstable. GO displays a typical thermogram with degradation in three steps (Fig. 4). The significant weight loss below 100 °C is caused by the desorption of adsorbed water and some unstable oxygen-containing functional groups. The main weight loss takes place at around 200 °C and is ascribed to the decomposition of other labile oxygen functionalities. The smaller weight loss occurring over the whole temperature...
range above 250 °C can be attributed to the removal of more stable oxygenated functional groups. The thermogravimetric profile of Boc-deprotected GO 2 and 3 was different compared to starting GO, revealing higher thermal stability. We observed that the control treated GO samples also displayed higher thermal stability. Even though conditions used for amidation and/or epoxide opening are mild, some labile functionalities have been removed from GO.

In the case of GO from NanoInnova, the weight loss observed for deprotected GO-N 2 and 3 between 150 and 400 °C can be assigned to the thermal decomposition of both the oxygenated moieties and the organic functional groups arising from the newly formed carbon-bound TEG (Fig. 4a). More precisely, the weight loss difference between GO-N 2 and the control treated GO-N represents the amount of TEG diamine introduced onto GO. As the thermal decomposition of the TEG diamine derivative 1 takes place at a temperature below 200 °C, the higher degradation temperature of deprotected GO-N 2 and 3 is a proof of covalent bonding of the TEG diamine onto GO. In addition, the main weight loss (at 210 °C) arises at a lower temperature compared to GO (230 °C), likely due to the presence of the TEG diamine moiety.

The thermogravimetric curves of deprotected GO-N 2 and 3 are rather similar, indicating that, if amidation would have occurred, the amount of the TEG diamine derivative grafted through amide bonds would be very low. This observation supports the conclusions resulting from the characterization by MAS NMR spectroscopy. In the case of GO-A, the interpretation of the TGA data is instead not clear (Fig. 4b). Whereas the GO-A control sample displays higher thermal stability compared to starting GO-A, the weight loss difference between the deprotected GO-A 2 and 3 and the control sample is not really significant. Overall, as GO is thermally unstable, it is quite complicated to interpret the weight loss observed for the different samples. Thus, it seems that TGA is not an appropriate technique to quantitatively assess the level of functionalization for GO-based samples. It should be used in combination with other techniques like FT-IR and mass spectrometry to make the interpretation easier.

TGA is certainly more useful when molecules with a high molecular weight are used to derivatize GO as the weight loss difference with the control sample in this case should be more pronounced. Hence, to further prove the covalent grafting of molecules onto GO by epoxide ring opening, we derivatized GO-N with aminopolyethylene glycol monomethyl ether (average MW 1000), resulting in GO-N 4 (Scheme S2†). As polyethylene glycol (PEG) chains have the propensity to adsorb on GO, we performed a control reaction by mixing GO-N with poly(ethylene glycol) dimethyl ether (MW 1000) under similar conditions to assess the amount of the adsorbed PEG derivative, leading to a GO-N 5 sample (Scheme S3†). Both samples were characterized by TGA under an inert atmosphere and the curves were compared with the control sample GO-N CONT (Fig. S9†). The adsorbed sample GO-N 5 displayed a similar weight loss compared to GO-N CONT, demonstrating that the PEG chains do not adsorb on GO-N under the conditions we used for the reaction and purification of the samples. However, the thermal profile of GO-N 4 is different, as expected. Indeed, it presents a slighter weight loss below
100 °C compared to GO-N and GO-N CONT, which is indicative of a change of the surface of the GO layers. This could be explained by a lower amount of adsorbed water due to the presence of PEG molecules on GO. In addition, we observed a significant weight loss in the temperature range 250–400 °C, which can be attributed to the removal of a covalently grafted PEG derivative, as this slope was absent in non-derivatized GO-N 5 and in the control sample. Therefore, we showed that TGA can be a useful technique to characterize GO derivatized with high molecular weight molecules. The dispersibility of GO-N 4 in water was found to be better in comparison with GO-N 5, which is a further indication of the successful covalent functionalization.

FT-IR spectroscopy was also used to characterize the GO samples. It is rather difficult to monitor the derivatization of the epoxy rings as the band that could be assigned to the C–O–C vibration band of epoxide (at ~1225 cm⁻¹) is small and covered by other unassigned bands (Fig. S10†). However, a change could be observed after reaction with the TEG diamine derivative (Fig. S11†). In addition, new bands appear at ~2918 and 2850 cm⁻¹ which can be attributed to the stretching vibrational bands of the methylene groups of the TEG chain. The band at ~1720 cm⁻¹, which has been assigned mainly to ketones and quinones, is visible in the FT-IR spectra of the starting GO samples, but it disappears after the reaction and also in the FT-IR spectra of the control treated GO samples (Fig. S12†). This is an indication of the labile character of these carbonyl groups.

The characterization of the GO samples by TEM showed that the morphology of the graphene sheets was preserved after derivatization (Fig. S13†). The GO sheets have a wavy shape with the edges folding back and a lateral dimension of a few micrometers.

Finally, GO 2 and 3 samples were analyzed by Raman spectroscopy. The intensity ratio between the characteristic D band (~1350 cm⁻¹) and G band (~1600 cm⁻¹) (I_D/I_G) gives information about the degree of disorder in the graphene lattice. The I_D/I_G ratio is already high in the starting materials for GO-N and GO-A due to the drastic treatments needed to obtain GO sheets (Fig. S14†). After derivatization, there are no clear changes in the I_D/I_G ratio, meaning that the functionalization conditions do not introduce many defects in the graphenic lattice. The Raman spectra of GO 2 and 3 are similar for the NanoInnova and Antolin materials. Overall, the detailed characterization of GO 3 samples shows that there is no significant difference with GO 2, demonstrating that the reaction between GO and amine derivatives leads mainly to epoxide ring opening.

Taken altogether, among all the analytical techniques used to characterize the GO samples, MAS NMR spectroscopy appears to be the most appropriate technique to discriminate between two potential reactions involving amine derivatives: epoxide ring opening and amidation. The latter can be excluded because of the absence of a significant proportion of carboxylic acids among the different oxygenated moieties present on GO.

Conclusions

We explored the chemical reactivity of two different GO samples. By investigating the reaction of GO with amine derivatives, we demonstrated the negligible presence of reactive carboxylic acid groups in both GO samples by MAS NMR experiments. We evidenced that the reaction between GO and amine functions involves mostly the epoxy groups through ring opening, and not the carboxylic acids that are present in a small amount. The reaction takes place under mild conditions at room temperature. This strategy was applied to two different amine derivatives and could be extended to more complex amino-containing molecules, like peptides and small proteins. This study helps to clarify the current situation of GO functionalization as many articles have reported an incorrect and/or incomplete structure of GO functionalized with amine derivatives. Indeed, the reactivity of GO with amine derivatives is reported in the literature to lead mainly to amidation. Our study brings additional information on the chemical reactivity of GO, which is essential to control its derivatization, and points out the key role of MAS NMR spectroscopy for a comprehensive characterization of functionalized GO. Due to the complexity of the GO chemical structure, much work remains to be done for developing reliable characterization methods that will help to obtain an unambiguous structural identification as well as synthetic procedures that lead to relatively uniform products. Finally, this work opens novel opportunities to control the derivatization of GO and brings an unprecedented knowledge of the GO chemistry, providing valuable insight into its reactivity and eventually its properties.

Experimental

Materials and methods are detailed in the ESL†

Preparation of GO 2

To a suspension of GO (20 mg) in dry DMF (20 mL) sonicated in a water bath for 10 min, Boc mono-protected triethylene glycol (TEG) diamine 1 (see the ESI†) (80 mg, 0.32 mmol) was added. The reaction mixture was stirred for 5 days. GO was separated from the solvent through centrifugation (4500 rpm, 5 min). The precipitate was dispersed in DMF, sonicated in a water bath for a few minutes and centrifuged. This work-up sequence was repeated twice with DMF, twice with MeOH, and twice with DCM. The precipitate was dried under vacuum to obtain GO 2.

Preparation of GO 3

To a suspension of GO (20 mg) in dry DMF (20 mL) sonicated in a water bath for 10 min and cooled at 0 °C, were added Boc mono-protected TEG diamine 1 (80 mg, 0.32 mmol), HOBt (20 mg, 0.15 mmol) and EDC (30 mg, 0.19 mmol). The reaction mixture was stirred for 5 days at room temperature. GO was separated from the solvent through centrifugation (4500 rpm, 5 min). The precipitate was dispersed in DMF, sonicated in a
water bath for a few minutes and centrifuged. This work-up sequence was repeated twice with DMF, twice with MeOH, and twice with DCM. The precipitate was dried under vacuum to obtain GO 3.

Preparation of GO CONT

A suspension of GO (20 mg) in dry DMF (20 mL) was sonicated in a water bath for 10 min and stirred for 5 days. GO was separated from the solvent through centrifugation (4500 rpm, 5 min). The precipitate was dispersed in DMF, sonicated in a water bath for a few minutes and centrifuged. This work-up sequence was repeated twice with DMF, twice with MeOH, and twice with DCM. The precipitate was dried under vacuum to obtain GO CONT.

Boc deprotection of GO 2, GO 3, and GO CONT

To a suspension of GO 2, GO 3, or GO CONT (20 mg) in 1,4-dioxane (10 mL) sonicated in a water bath for 10 min, was added a solution of 4 M HCl in 1,4-dioxane (10 mL). The reaction mixture was stirred for 15 h. After centrifugation (4500 rpm, 5 min), the precipitate was dispersed in DMF, sonicated in a water bath for a few minutes and centrifuged. This work-up sequence was repeated twice with DMF, twice with MeOH, and twice with DCM. The precipitate was dried under vacuum to obtain Boc-deprotected GO 2, GO 3, and GO CONT.

The synthesis and characterization of Boc mono-protected TEG diamine 1 are reported in the ESI.*
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